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April, 2008 
World Hunger Relief – Haiti 

Participatory Community Appraisal, Ferrier  
 
Introduction 
 

World Hunger Relief, Inc. (WHRI) has worked in the community of Ferrier, Haiti since 1980.  In the 
early years, the focus of their mission was intern at the Jean Lamour training center.  Most of the 
interns were Americans, but there were others from various countries as well as Haiti.  They studied 
Carl Ryther’s Backyard Food Production System including double-digging raised “grow beds,” 
where they planted vegetables and a nitrogen fixing tree, Leucaena.  They also raised rabbits and 
other livestock.  
 
In 1984 WHRI began digging water wells under the direction of Ed Brentham and Jackson Nelson.  
This activity has continued until today with dozens of wells drilled throughout Ferrier as well as 
other communities in the northeast.  In 2007, Mission Waco raised funds to buy a replacement well 
drilling rig. 
 
World Hunger Relief – Haiti S.A. was formed in 1990 with Jackson Nelson as president, Emile 
Augstin as Secretary, Carl Ryther (Director of WHRI) and Maurice Laroche (a Cap Haitien 
businessman) as members.  The WHR-Haiti was envisioned as a sister organization to WHRI for the 
purpose of facilitating import-export activities of project T.R.E.E.S. This Rotary International-
funded project was launched with the cooperation of a local cooperative, Union des Fils de 
Maribaroux (UFIMA) to plant hot peppers for export to the McIlhenny Company, makers of 
Tabasco sauce.  They harvested increasing quantities of hot peppers for three years, but production 
problems and the OAS embargo of 1991 effectively killed the project. 
 
During the following five years, WHRI did not maintain a regular presence or on-going activities in 
Ferrier.  Despite this, Nelson did not give up.  In 1996, he asked WHRI to help begin a school in the 
town of Ferrier for children who could not afford to attend other schools.  The College de L'Avenir 
de Ferrier continues to function to the present with roughly 150 students.  WHRI, Mission Waco 
and a group organized by a former Peace Corps volunteer all provide financial support. 
 
Many other indirect benefits have affected the Ferrier community as a result of the presence of 
WHRI and WHR-Haiti.  Two farmers’ cooperatives, UFIMA and KOPAB were formed with the 
encouragement and support of  World Hunger Relief.  A Pentecostal church formed and worshiped 
in the WHR-H buildings before buying their own land.  An orphanage and health clinic were 
similarly begun with the encouragement of WHR-H personnel.  All these institutions function 
independently today. 
 
Beginning in 2004, a conflict arose concerning ownership of the 20+ acres where WHRI and WHR-
Haiti had operated for over 20 years.  A local Judge has given permission for the school to  continue 
meeting on  this land, but up till this writing the dispute has not been resolved.  

 
 
Participatory Appraisal in the Ferrier Community 
 

WHR-Haiti wishes to continue serving the Ferrier community and to broaden its mission in light of 
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the needs of the community.  For this reason, we thought it necessary to conduct an appraisal in the 
community to evaluate what is necessary for us to accomplish God’s plan for us.  Goals of the 
appraisal were: 
 

• Measure how the programs of WHR-Haiti have impacted the Ferrier community. 
• Identify what barriers currently block WHR-Haiti’s effectiveness, and what opportunities 

exist for the future.  
• Clarify how WHR-Haiti can enlarge its membership base in Ferrier, especially among church 

leaders 
 
The appraisal began with a survey conducted in Ferrier town and the surrounding rural areas during 
a 2 ½ day period.  The evaluation team included Madam  Romain of World Neighbors, Haiti; Bryan 
Flanigan, who works for Mennonite Central Committee in Deschapelles, Haiti; Mano Garconvil, of 
Caritas, in the northern Haiti region; and Brave Saul, a law student in the State University of Haiti in 
Cap Haitien. 
 
The first day, the team conducted interviews in the town of Ferrier.  They talked with a total of 22 
individuals, mostly leaders identified by Jackson Nelson (though interviewers were free to talk with 
other individuals as well).  Among those interviewed were two pastors, the local parish priest, an 
agronomist, Nurse’s Aide, several farmer group leaders, etc. (a complete list appears at the end of 
this document).  On the second and third days, the team traveled by motorcycle to 10 rural 
communities around Ferrier where they interviewed an additional 32 people.   
 
During the semi-structured interviews, the team began with five basic questions, but were free to ask 
other questions as the need and interest arose.  The five basic question were as follows: 

 
1. How broad is the awareness of WHR-Haiti in the Ferrier community? 
2. What are the most significant and sustained benefits WHRI has brought to the Ferrier 

community? 
3. What opportunities or needs exist in the community which WHR-H is well positioned to 

address? 
4. What are the greatest obstacles which may prevent WHR-H from addressing these opportunities 

& needs? 
5. How much interest is there within the Ferrier community for broadening the membership of 

WHR-Haiti? 
 

Each evening after the interviews, the team discussed their initial findings with WHR-H and WHRI 
personnel and made suggestions for the following day.  On the afternoon of the 3rd day, they 
summarized their findings, and that evening, they presented and discussed results and 
recommendations in a meeting with WHR-H, WHRI, and several other community leaders. 
 

 
Results of the Participatory Appraisal 
 

1. How broad is the awareness of WHR-Haiti in the Ferrier community? 
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Everyone surveyed seemed to know much about the activities conducted by WHRI and WHR-H.  
While they recognize the work which has been done, many of them did not recognize the name 
“World Hunger Relief,” especially people in the rural areas.  However, when one mentioned Jackson 
Nelson (or his nic name “Papo”), virtually everyone recognized both his name and his 
accomplishments.  Most people expressed great respect for his character and all he has done in the 
community.  One farmers’ group leader said “When people hear the name ‘World Hunger’ you feel 
they’re still distant.  When you mention Papo, people come right up close!”  Many people also 
recognized the name of Pastor Ed (Brentham). 
 
Many people described WHR-Haiti as being “without spots.”  However, some rural respondents 
complained that most of WHR’s activities have been in town.  Others stated that WHR has not done 
an  adequate job of communicating so that people know what’s going on in their programs.  Others 
said they weren’t clear what the philosophy of the organization was.  In Ponigo, where a local 
elected official regularly repairs the water pump, local villagers didn’t remember that WHRI had 
originally dug the well. 
 
2. What are the most significant and sustained benefits WHRI has brought to the Ferrier 

community? 
 

Virtually everyone stated that providing good drinking water is the greatest benefit WHR has 
bestowed on the community.  Half of those interviewed also mentioned the school and half 
mentioned agricultural work as important too.  More rural respondents remembered WHRI’s work 
with the farmers’ cooperatives than did those in town.  Only one person mentioned bicycle 
distribution as a benefit.  The following table lists details of respondents to this question. 
 
What Do People Remember of WHR’s Activities in Ferrier? 
Activity Town Respondents Rural Respondents 
Water wells 21 29 
School 13 16 
Agriculture 14 12 
Health work 4 3 
Cooperatives 1 5 
Church 1 1 
Built houses 1 0 
Bicycles 0 1 
Total 22 32 
Some individuals mentioned more than one activity. 
 
Everyone interviewed stated that of all the benefits of WHR-Haiti, water wells were the most 
enduring.  Two people in town and four in the rural areas also mentioned the school as a sustained 
benefit.   

 
3. What opportunities or needs exist in the community which WHR-H is well positioned to 

address? 
 
When asked this question, respondents seemed to prefer to talk about the problems they think WHR-
H should address in the future.  These responses are, therefore summarized in the following text and 
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table.  The most common request was agricultural outreach, especially rice production and irrigation.  
When added up, all the agriculture-related responses totaled 17 in town and 33 in the rural areas.  
Rural respondents also talked about needing roads and schools, while town people did not mention 
these needs.  Some respondents expressed the wish that whatever work is undertaken be done with 
the love of God. 
 
Issues WHR-Haiti Should Address in the Future 
Issue Town Respondents Rural Respondents  
Water wells 2 6 
Agriculture (general) 8 11 
        “     (irrigation) 4 9 
        “     (rice) 1 8 
        “     (livestock) 2 2 
        “     (credit) 2 2 
        “     (rice mill) 0 1 
Roads 0 7 
School 0 5 
Health 0 3 
Lack of foreigners 3 0 
Cooperatives 1 2 
Elder-care 2 0 
Community cohesion 2 1 
Justice & peace work 1 0 
Women’s issues 0 1 
Total People 22 32 
Some respondents gave 2-3 suggestions. 
 
One of the major issues raised by rural respondents was the way their Dominican Republic 
neighbors are exploiting them economically.  They lend money or give seed, fertilizer and services 
such as tractor work.  Most of them charge 20% interest per month.  When the crop is harvested, the 
price of rice drops dramatically, and they don’t have the means to pay back either the interest or the 
principal.  Some farmers who couldn’t pay back their debt last year, and the Dominican money 
lenders have stated that this year they’ll have to allow Dominican farmers to work their land rent-
free to pay back last year’s debt.  Many of the requests for agricultural help were intended to break 
this cycle of exploitation. 
 
With regard to resources to attack these problems, people seemed to understand the question in two 
ways. Several people said WHR-H has people, management skills, materials (especially the well-
drilling rig), and money if they request it.  Several people said they don’t know what resources 
WHR-H has.  They see the well-drilling rig, they see the foreigners who come to give free 
medicines, but beyond that they don’t understand any deeper.  Nonetheless they have confidence in 
Jackson Nelson.  One person stated “If Papo wants it, Papo can get it.” 
 
Other people responded to the “resource” question by listing resources of the community.  They said 
they have water, people, children, authority, land, etc.  Those who responded in this fashion 
indicated that they were ready and waiting to put these resources at the disposal of any WHR-H 
project. 
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4. What are the greatest obstacles which may prevent WHR-H from addressing these 

opportunities & needs? 
 
Many people commented that there aren’t any obstacles preventing us.  This comment reflects the 
great respect and confidence people seem to have in WHR-H and Jackson Nelson.  Many people 
said they didn’t understand the financial resources of the organization, but that they thought this 
might be a potential obstacle.  Others felt WHR-H has failed to communicate adequately with the 
community.  The surveyor’s commented that “They lack an understanding of the spirit of the 
project.” 
 
Several people commented that for the water wells to function adequately, they should have 
committees that watches over them and manages them.  Otherwise, they will get broken and not 
fixed, or people will steal the above-ground parts.  They cited two communities where people 
formed committees on their own.  Those pumps have functioned well right up to today.  
 
They don’t see the land conflict as an obstacle since it’s something that originates outside of the 
community.  But they say in the future, if WHR-H needs a place to operate, they should buy free and 
clear, or lease with proper papers to avoid what’s happened with the current land. 
 
Obstacles Which Could Prevent WHR-Haiti ‘s Mission 
Obstacle Town Respondents Rural Respondents 
Financing 10 3 
Lack of communication 5 2 
Insecurity 4 3 
Lack of good will 1 3 
Lack of roads 0 2 
Lack of criteria for membership 2 0 
Big shots don’t support us 0 2 
Lack of well management 2 0 
Lack of togetherness 1 1 
Flooding 1 1 
Lack of ? land 1 0 
Lack of foreigners 1 0 
Stealing due to poverty 1 0 
Lack of planning 0 1 
Total people 22 32 
Some people listed 2-3 things. 
 
 
5. How much interest is there within the Ferrier community for broadening the membership 

of WHR-Haiti? 
 
People took this question two ways.  Some said they’re interested in participating in the work of 
WHR-H, not only as individuals, but also as a group.  Two farmer’s groups and one women’s group 
said they’re ready and willing to participate.  Other people said they’re ready to become members of 
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WHR-H.  But first of all, they say WHR-H needs to establish criteria for what people can become 
members.  After that, if they’re invited, they’ll be happy to become members.   
 
People Who Want to Join WHR-Haiti  
Reponse Town Respondents Rural Respondents 
Yes 14 21 
No 0 0 
No response 8 11 
Total 22 32 
Some people indicated an interest in participating in the work of 
WHR-H while others indicated an interest in becoming members. 

 
Discussion Among WHR-H Members After the Evaluation 
 

The evaluation gave us much encouragement for the work we’re doing in Ferrier.   Nearly everyone 
interviewed was familiar with the work, and everyone expressed respect for Papo as well as the other 
people involved with WHR-H through the 28 years we’ve been active.  Many people asked for us to 
expand our work.  Finally, they offered clear directions for how to proceed in the future if we want 
people to support our work.  Here are our ideas for how to follow the ideas the evaluation raised. 
 
1. Water Wells 
 
Everyone agreed that this has been the greatest benefit we’ve brought to Ferrier.  In addition, they’re 
eager for us to continue this work.  We intend to continue digging new wells and repairing old ones.  
In Meillac, we aren’t sure how to help with the problem of salt-infiltrated wells.  That might 
necessitate a larger expense to pipe water from a location with pure water to where the Meillac 
population lives. 
 
We agree with the people’s idea of forming management committees for each well.  Before we dig 
any new wells, we intend to require that the community form a committee and undergo training on 
managing the well.  In our budget for each well, we should include funds for training these 
committees.  During the training, we’ll ask each committee to raise funds so that they have resources 
whenever the pump needs repairing. 
 
For communities who already have wells, we’ll encourage them to form committees as well.  We 
plan to ask Hernst Desamours, a local animateur trained in Papay, to help with this training.  We 
plan to do more research among the committees who already have formed to see if they can help us 
with the training as well.  This training could be done by zones so that several committees can be 
trained together. 
 
2. Expanding WHR-Haiti Membership 
 
One obstacle the people didn’t mention is Papo’s health.  His blood pressure and blood sugar issues 
mean that he can’t work like he has in the past.  For this reason, if we intend to expand our work, we 
need other people who can join us as members.  We would like to have different people in charge of 
the various branches of WHR-H’s work.  When we meet together, each leader can report to the 
others on their area of responsibility. 
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The evaluation asked us to set criteria for a person to become a member of WHR-H.  The first 
criterion we value is that the person have good will for helping the community.  They should pay at 
least one share (100 gourdes, or roughly $2.50) to join.  If we need to, we can change some of the 
bylaws to allow new members to enter.  Before long, we’ll finalize these criteria, and send them out 
to the interested persons.  We’ll set a date for them to respond, and then another date where we’ll 
take in the new members.  Later, we’ll give the various new members responsibilities within the 
organization. 
 
If we’re going to expand, we need to put several processes into action.  First, the people interviewed 
asked us to improve our communication.  We need to prepare regular activity reports to pass out in 
the community, and to share with other organizations who have the financial resources to help us.  
Also, our accounting system needs to be improved.  We want to look for someone from outside who 
could help us set up a new management system for the organization.  While they’re working, they 
could be training a local person who could continue the management after 2-3 years. 
 
Many people recognize Papo’s name, but they don’t recognize the organization’s name.  If we want 
to expand ownership within the local community, it would be good to find a Haitian name that 
people can understand better than “World Hunger Relief.”   
 
3. Agricultural Projects 
 
In terms of project priorities, agriculture is the biggest need people mentioned for us to address.  The 
problem of exploitation of Haitian rice farmers by Dominican farmers and money lenders is an 
injustice that demands a solution 
 
Despite the great needs expressed by local farmer’s groups who would like to collaborate, we want 
to begin slowly.  We want to research input sources to see if we can identify suppliers at a better cost 
than what people have available now (e.g. for fertilizer).  Finally, we want to start with a small group 
of farmers (10-15 members) rather than the large groups we met with.  To receive help, these groups 
will need to use good techniques.  It would be good if we can identify a rice technician who could 
help with training and follow up. 
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List of people interviewed in the town of Ferrier 
 

Louis Filogene, President Cooperative  
APEBM 
Executive Committee APEBM (4 members) 
Pierre Brisson, RMPDF 
Tony Wilfride, ASEK 
Tiyo, businessman 
Pierre Surlin, Bulen 
Jean Willio, farmer 
Princivil Zenard, farmer and pastor 
Jean Mikelange, politician 
Delius Pierre, professional 
Jean Frandelomme, Health Agent 

Pere Francois Thomas, Catholic Priest 
Andrel Jerome, pastor 
Zenas Pierre, pastor 
Miss Elie Yoland, Nurse 
Francois Joseph, MDHF 
Vital Princevil, farmer 
Tonbobo, farmer 
Muller August, professor 
Antionier ?, farmer 
Jn Brevil Winston, 2iem Mayor 
Geffrard Francois 
Catholiic nuns 

 
 

List of rural neighborhoods interviewed 
 
Ato 
Bedou 
Casimir 
Cayot 
Filibert 
Lagarene 
Latasse 

Merande 
Meillac 
Mapou 
Ponigot 
Source 
Tipa 

 
 


